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Abstract

As the amount of massive and heterogeneous genomic data and the relative annotations continue to grow, a flexible and easy-to-access data management solution is required to integrate the heterogeneous genomics data that can accommodate the needs of diverse annotation tasks. This research expounds the benefits of using IBM DB2 Content Manager (CM) Software by conducting task-oriented grape genome annotations, and data quality assurance checks throughout the annotation process. To demonstrate the usability of this application, we describe the implementation of two real-life content-based, genome annotation case scenarios: 1) Expressed Sequence Tags annotation and 2) sequence annotation related to Simple Sequence Repeats (SSR) markers. The IBM DB2 CM allowed users to easily construct content-based genomic information applications as rapidly built and readily adapted customized content documents with attributes within an easy-to-use interface system. Users can simultaneously conduct the annotation quality checks while making annotations by utilizing a built-in, standardized data quality control assurance procedure [referred to as] annotation “routing.” The system provides search features or cross-links with different annotation contents or data formats. The data quality workflow and procedure within the system also resulted in accuracy and consistency in the data annotation and curation lifecycle.
Introduction

With the availability of advanced and affordable sequencing technology, tremendous amounts of genomic DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), RNA (ribonucleic acid) sequences [1], Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) [2], Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) [3], microarray data profiles [4], and sequence tagged sites (STS) [5] that integrate genomic markers and genetic maps have been deposited in the public domain. For example, over one million nucleotide sequences data for over twenty grape species is freely available from the National Center of Biotechnology Institute (NCBI). Thus, the grape genomic research community has a strong need for a flexible data management solution that easily and coherently integrates, preserves, updates, and reuses genetic/genomic data and annotation products in various formats (e.g., documents, images, and other multimedia files). We defined “genome annotation” as the practice of attaching biological information to the genomic sequence by the users [6,7].

Previous studies indicate that Rational Database Management Systems (RDMS) such as IBM DB2 [8,9, 10], Oracle [11], and mySQL [12, 13] are applicable for biological data integration, but these solutions only focus on the relational organization of data, which does not correlate data based on content for efficient genome annotation document workflow management. Genomics information, which has traditionally been delivered in a text-based format dealing with genetic code, has become increasingly dependent on a large array of multimedia data. This is largely due to the advancements made in technologies related to gene chips, image processing, and genome-wide association analysis. Users interact with data at a file or document level in a variety of formats (relational tables, Extensible Markup Language: XML, documents, images, videos, and sounds). Since individual users conduct specific lab experiments that create unique genomic datasets for management, a data system must be highly flexible and adaptable for data sets produced by genome annotation work. Data administrators can then collaborate with different users to collectively organize these datasets to provide better service to the genomics research community.

Most genomic databases focus on specific biological functions or genomic data characteristics that applied to many species [14, 15, 16]. With the increased quantity and complexity of genomic data, annotation work became collaborative and required multiple users’ input [17, 18, 19, 20]. Increased community-based genome annotation for multiple species was done by using flexible, interactive tools to manually curate, analyze and modify annotation products. Users in these communities had different annotation experiences and training backgrounds [21]. The genome annotation products, features, and attributes also required convenient, standardized pipelines and workflow for manual curation, as well as mechanisms for consistency and accuracy data quality checking for annotation records/documents [22].

Specialized genomic databases tailored to the data structures and attributes of a particular annotation product allow users to conduct specific genome annotation tasks and to link the heterogeneous genomic data sources together. IBM DB2 Content manager (CM) software is an Enterprise Content Management (ECM) repository [23]. ECM and its applications have been extensively reported in the literature [23, 24], and applied as...
simplified functional tools for information exchanges in industry [25, 26] and academia[27]. EMC was found to be useful in certain research labs and institutes that had enormous amount of genomic data to deal with [28]. Particularly, the EMC enterprise architecture provided a scalable and flexible solution that met these needs [29]. In addition, EMC provided useful support throughout the life cycle of digital information [30], from creation of genomic annotation documents through review and approval, to a period of retention, and ultimately to re-use in new and unexpected contexts.

IBM DB2 CM can benefit genome research community in several ways. Firstly, it offers a flexible analysis and adaptive data management system when the changing experiments and ideas are continually developed within a research institution (or life science company). Secondly, the system can support community based annotations by defining different annotation role-based users groups and their task-related annotation documents when applying privilege settings, and access/control lists. Thirdly, the IBM DB2 CM build-in interfaces are easily to manipulate, so that either database administrators or desktop users can easily build up annotation task-oriented annotation modules. Moreover, the system provides annotation document routings for data quality assurance checking. This paper reports the implementations of real case scenarios of grape genomic resources data annotation by characterizing the system architecture and data modeling of IBM DB2 CM. It also demonstrates the enhanced features of easy-to-use accesses and controls toward effective community annotation and quality intervention procedures for reliable genome annotation and curation process managements.

Construction and Content

System Architecture

The IBM DB2 CM was installed on top of a secured Linux Suse 9.2 operation system, with a hardware setting of a x346 dual 3.2 GHz processor, 5GB RAM, 438 GB raw capacity with 330 GB usable storage array. The CM was based on the modularized triangular information architecture, which is robust to standardize dynamic data communication and integration, which contains a “Library Server”, a “Resource Manager,” and “Content Manager Clients” for three-way communication. The program uses a standard relational library server (LS), which is the central source, to store the meta-data for the content but applies specialized resource managers (RMs) to actually optimize management of the scalable content. The Resource Manager and eClient were configured to provide unified data storage/retrieval and importation/exportation that can eventually include features for automatic data processing without the many manual steps currently needed. During the three-way communications, the client sends an SQL request to the library server, then the library server processes the request by looking up the content index, then provides the client a security token and a locator pointing to the information in resource manager. The client then can use the token and locator to access the resource manager. When the resource manager accepts the token, it returns the information to client[31]. This three-way communication architecture enables a dynamic workflow process and interoperable framework including the creation (RMs), storage
Content life cycling data workflow

The IBM DB2 CM architecture provides scalable data curation support including data aggregations, both at the local (a specific set of experimental data) and global (links with various data sources) levels. The CM gives a set of processes that support the “evolutional life cycle of digital information” [29]. Users can dynamically conduct data recycling tasks including selection of data sources, creation of data models, importation/exportation of standardized data in various formats (e.g., text or image files), and evaluation and allocation of annotation records, as well as transformation of the annotation product with updated genetic information for future reuse and preservation (Figure 1). The annotated genomic data is put into the document routing queue for data quality assurance. By doing so, users experience a standardized, consistent process of integrating various genomic resources via the life cycling management function.

The IBM DB2 CM can internally build up a data cycling process (Figure 1) with a series of steps defined by users for document routing management. In this research, the document contains the genomic data and the relative annotations. The document routing process can provide a very good information quality control method, specifically when there is a need for document routing management to allow user groups to evaluate the content of annotation and identify any errors. The documents/files are routed to a decision point, then the users decide to route it to one of several branches by rejecting or accepting the annotation documents.

CMS data model and data standard

The IBM DB2 CM data model uses “items” as basic components for building content repositories. An “item” normally encompasses a document and a set of user-defined “attributes,” which can be placed within a hierarchical structure. These attributes were indexed in the library server so that they can be used to retrieve the document objects more easily. An item can have multiple document objects stored in the resource managers and, for this reason, can be viewed in a flexible way. Each item can be externally linked to each other as well as to child components or to other metadata [31]. “Items” and their associated “attributes” within the CM deal with the relationships to other items, define the access control roles (e.g., who can access the item and the actions that authorized users can perform), describe the hierarchical data storage structure, and characterize the life cycle, workflow, and retention of the data [30].

The IBM CM data model allows users to connect loosely coupled genomic data and related annotations that can satisfy annotation specific, content-based needs. Thus, we can build up or define “items” and their related “attributes” based on the genome annotation tasks we conducted. When these “items” and their associated “attributes” were created and ready, the related annotation data were collected or created by BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tools) or other annotation tools [6, 32], and then were converted...
into a standardized XML file correspondent to a data source. Subsequently, we imported these XML data into the corresponding items within the CMS on the fly using a XML loading program (a Java-based XML loader program using an in-house, API provided by CM that will import the XML file into the program). The customized “item” with related attribute lists within the CM can be matched with the attribute names from the XML that is imported. Once the program sets up the right “item” with its attribute lists, the XML file can be recognized and imported in the “item” folder, with each value residing in the attributes. In addition, the multimedia file, such as a chromatogram image or the text file with genomic sequences, can also be imported into the folder that links to the same attribute list for the specific genomic record. The XML loading program runs on the background mode and exams the XML file to check the consistency of the defined requirement for the “DTD” (Document Type Definition) and the XML attribute names defined in the CM program. The program will automatically store and display the loaded information as the web application in the eClient side if the XML file has been successful imported into the program. In Figure 2, it showed two searching interfaces for the “items,” representing the two real case scenarios: ESTs and the Simple Sequence Repeats (SSR) marker developments. The IBM CM builds in and supports full text search via DB2 Netsearch Extender), wildcard search or combinational search. The search return results give the list of the annotated sequences with associated attributes and also provide additional features for manipulating (e.g., display, export, delete) the individual annotation record (Figure 2). Users can review the search results and click on the text or image file related to the specific sequence record with the file display (Figure 2).

Hierarchical user privilege and access control

Being community annotation oriented, the IBM DB2 CM allows users to administrate the configuration of different user privileges for who can access the item and for the actions that authorized users can perform. It provides very fine-grained access controls. The user with an administrator role could also add additional users to the CM, define the data model to represent the stored objects, and set up document routing (workflow). These controls are required to limit each class of user permissions to view and/or update only those portions of the metadata allowed and, likewise, to only see those content objects they are permitted. The program also provides access control settings such as permission to perform an action on an item or object (e.g., read, search, reindex, delete).

Utility and Discussion

Content sensitive annotation tasks

Here, we present examples of grape genomics data management using IBM DB2 CM software. We characterized the information integration challenge and describe the components of an architecture that provides illustrated examples for transparently managing the volume and diversity of data. These real-life genomics data examples specifically illustrate the genomic data management. We developed online information resources based on two genomics tasks: 1) Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) and
sequence annotations and 2) SSR Molecular markers development. These task-oriented genomic curation processing and life cycling examples demonstrate the usability of the IBM DB2 CM that provides a consistent data model and opportunities to integrate these resources via standardized workflow management functions.

The relational databases were required to define a static schema to hold all the annotation-related, predefined attributes within the database, and the genome annotation tasks had to match these attribute lists without much flexibility. The data requirements changed frequently within a research environment, thus, the static structure of relational database were incompatible in dealing with on-going unexpected life cycles or changing requirements of data [29]. However, the CM solution has a high flexibility for unstructured annotation content. As for the first scenario case, the constellation of the ESTs related annotation data including clone name, Genbank access number, BLAST homology search returns using the NCBI non-redundant database, as well as the additional ESTs annotation for KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathway or gene ontology related information produced by Blast2go program [32] were obtained during our dynamic research process. In the future, annotation information for these grape EST data can easily be updated. The same situation goes for the second scenario: genomic data for SSR marker development and grape genome mapping task. The first scenario focused on functional annotation for the genomic data, while the second scenario concentrated on the discovery of the sequence repeat patterns, location, and mapping (Table 1). These two scenarios had different annotation needs, thus required separate settings of attributes for annotation contents. The IBM CMS data model can easily create different annotation content repositories as “items” to store these heterogeneous genomic annotation data types and file formats.

Flexible and value-added content management

The large-scale datasets present formidable challenges in data integration and sharing for genomic data. The IBM DB2 CM allows users easily modify the default data schema, create annotation clusters/ “items” dynamically, update the system, or add new concept [25]. The high variability of the genomic data could produce very unfavorable signal/noise ratios. From the genomic data obtained from the sequencing machines during the pre-annotation process, to the functional annotation stage, data could be messy without proper evaluation. The “workflow management” module in CM can help users evaluate the quality of annotation when “routing” the annotation documents, and provide value-added inputs during the life-cycling process.

Our implemented IBM DB2 CM is being constructed to conveniently link different items among the heterogeneous data sets including genetic sequences, chromatograms, blast results, and gene ontologies within the same biological domain in a parent-child hierarchy structure. In addition, the database provides a convenient index and full text searching. Such a program will better serve genomic data integration and information retrieval with a user-friendly interface. We keep on adding new data formats of genomics annotation such as microarray gene expression profiles, as well as the second generation sequencing data (e.g., data produced by Solexa sequencing technology) as new content repositories in our IBM DB2 CM database.
Conclusion

The demand for improving genomic data management will continue to increase. The content-based data framework within the current IBM CM provided high flexibility to build up task-oriented, content-based genome annotation practices. Users within the community could easily access, and retrieve annotation records and contribute their annotations with a great flexibility to build up task oriented annotation module. The real case scenarios that can satisfy a diverse set of genomic annotation tasks illustrated the scope of the information integration challenge and sketches out the requirements for a solution. Coordinated content capture, production, (dynamic) organization, workflow, access, and search functions were integrated coherently in the program. It provides annotation products routing workflow, information life cycling management, data quality document routing, and sharing and reusing of the content. Such a software is particularly useful for a “small” research community, so the users can actively interact with contents in the database and obtain useful outputs. The grape genomics database is being constructed to conveniently link different content-based “items” among the heterogeneous data. In addition, the database provides a convenient index and full text searching.

We created an application of IBM DB2 CM that is easy to adapt, understand, and access for the users. By integrating heterogeneous data sources or formats, the program has the capacity to store, share, search, and aid in data annotation, in gene/protein discovery, and in characterization and data quality assurance in different contexts for all available grape genomics data. Such a system can also serve as an example to build similar genomic databases using IBM CM for easily managing genomic data in a research institute or life science company.
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Figure 1. The data workflow in the genomics applications of the IBM CM. 1) create/reuse annotation: a user could conduct task-oriented genome annotation work. 2) Import: the genome annotation data were translated to a standardized XML file that can be imported into the IBM CM. 3) Data quality control: the imported data can be routed to the decision points for data quality checking. 4) Storage and Management: attributes or items can be cross-linked and integrated together. 5) Search and access: the system support parametric or content search. 6) Export: the individual or multiple annotation records as well as their sequence data can be exported or downloaded from the system. Users can continue the annotation work during the life cycling process.
Figure 2. Attribute lists and search functions and result example for two “items”. 
(A) ESTs item: it included a list of attributes related to blast searching, KEGG pathway and gene ontology annotation, as well as putative Enzyme Commission number. (B) SSR markers item: it contained attributes for SSR characteristics such as repeat type, motif, and repeat number information. It also provided genome annotation data for blast searching, molecular pathways, and gene ontology. Both items supported parametric, full-text and combined parametric and full-text search. (C) The online search on a specific item: ESTs sequences can return a list of sequence records. Users can further choose by checking in/out, exporting, importing, editing the sequence records. By further clicking on “document icon”, users can view actual sequence data in a popup window. Definitions: GO1: Gene Ontology level 1; GO2: Gene Ontology level 2; ECNumber: Enzyme Commission number; KEGG1: KEGG level 1; KEGG2: KEGG level 2; BlastDefinition: homology search result for a genetic sequence; BlastFrame: BLAST search reading frame number; BlastAlignlen: the length of homology search result; SequenceNum: the EST clone sequencing number.
Table 1. Genomic data annotation scenarios, defined items, attributes and the heterogeneous data types and formats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annotation Scenarios/items</th>
<th>ESTs</th>
<th>SSR marker sequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of sequences</td>
<td>25,300</td>
<td>1,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape species</td>
<td>V. shuttleworthii, muscadine</td>
<td>V. vinifera, shuttleworthii, muscadine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotation tasks/attributes</td>
<td>sequence ID</td>
<td>sequence ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLAST results</td>
<td>BLAST results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gene ontology</td>
<td>gene ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sequence chromatograph files</td>
<td>SSR patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>genome mapping files</td>
<td>genome mapping files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file formats</td>
<td>text, image (chromatogram)</td>
<td>text, image (genetic map)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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